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Abstract—Smart-card based password authentication has been the most widely used two-factor authentication (2FA) mechanism for

security-critical applications (e.g., e-Health, smart grid and e-Commerce) in the past decades, and it is likely to hold its status in the

foreseeable future. Hundreds of this type of 2FA schemes have been proposed, yet to our knowledge, most of them are built on the

intractability of conventional hard problems (e.g., discrete logarithm problems and integer factoring problems) which are no longer hard

in the quantum era. With the recent advancements in quantum computing, the design of secure and efficient smart-card based

password authentication schemes against quantum attacks is becoming increasingly urgent. However, it is not as simple as it seems,

how to design such a quantum-resistant 2FA scheme is challenging due to the demanding security requirements and the resource-

constrained nature of mobile devices. In this work, we take the first step towards this issue by proposing Quantum2FA, a practical

quantum-resistant smart-card-based password authentication scheme that employs Alkim et al.’s lattice-based key exchange and

Wang-Wang’s “fuzzy-verifier + honeywords” technique (IEEE TDSC’18). Particularly, Quantum2FA can thwart the newly revealed key-

reuse attack (ACISP’18, CT-RSA’19) against lattice-based key exchange schemes in two aspects: signal leakage attacks and key

mismatch attacks. Specifically, it restricts the necessary conditions (i.e., the attacker must be the initiator of the key exchange) for an

adversary to analyze the signal; It introduces honeywords to detect the key mismatches between the smart card and the server, and

thus smart card loss attack can be thwarted. We formally prove the security of Quantum2FA under the random oracle model and

demonstrate its efficiency through experiments on a 32 MHz 8-bit AVR Embedded Processor. Comparison results show that

Quantum2FA is not only more secure but also offers better computation efficiency than the state-of-the-art conventional 2FA schemes.

Index Terms—Two-factor authentication, quantum security, lattice-based cryptography, key-reuse, honeyword
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1 INTRODUCTION

SMART-CARD-BASED password authentication has been the
most widely used two-factor authentication (2FA) mech-

anism for security-critical applications (e.g., e-banking [1],
smart grid [2], [3] and e-health), preventing malicious

parties from accessing the sensitive resources and services
at remote servers. The past three decades have witnessed
the fruitful research on this kind of authentication since the
seminal work of Chang and Wu at 1991 [4], and a large
number of 2FA schemes with varied security [5], privacy [6]
and efficiency [7] have been proposed.

Before 2008, most “password + smart card” 2FA schemes
(e.g., [8], [9], [10]) were built on the assumption that smart
card is tamper resistant and the sensitive data stored in the
card is secure. The main design challenge lies in how to resist
the traditional attacks such as replay, impersonation and par-
allel session attacks. However, with the progress in side-chan-
nel attacks, which is a kind of cryptanalytic attacks, security
parameters stored in the card can be extracted out. When
launching side-channel attacks, an attacker will exploit the
physical environment of a cryptosystem implementation to
recover some leaked secrets [11]. Although some side-channel
attacks defense methods like masking [12] and shuffling [13]
have been applied to the secure products, there are still ways
to attack them. For example, Carbone et al. [11] propose a full
profiled attack against an RSA implementation, which runs
on a processor equipped with the above masking method.
More recently, Roche et al. [14] successfully clone a legitimate
Google Titan security key. These facts show that the parame-
ters stored in security products, such as smart cards or hard-
ware devices, are no longer unconditionally secure.
Therefore, it is necessary and realistic to design protocols
under the smart card non-tamper-resistant assumption.
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Accordingly, considerable attention has been devoted to
addressing the question of how to design a two-factor
scheme with truly two-factor security under the non-tamper
resistant assumption of smart cards, and some notable
attempts include [15], [16]. It is worth noting that, as expli-
cated in [5], the non-tamper resistant assumption about
smart cards is conditional: only when the smart card is in
the possession of the attacker for a relatively long time (e.g.,
a few hours), can the card be tampered; Otherwise, data in
the card is secure. Unfortunately, most of these attempts
have been found unable to attain truly two-factor security
shortly after they were proposed (see cryptanalysis exam-
ples in [17]). The development of this field fall into a vicious
“break-fix-break-fix” circle [5].

At IEEE TDSC’18, Wang and Wang [5] managed to break
this “break-fix-break-fix” circle by proposing a systematic
evaluation framework and the “fuzzy-verifier + honey-
words” protocol design technique. Their evaluation frame-
work is composed of a practical adversary model and an
evaluation metric with 12 criteria, and has been established
to be “indeed very comprehensive and well thought out to
be used to critically analyze any further schemes that will
be proposed in future” [18].

Actually, Wang and Wang’s evaluation framework has
already been adopted in a number of recent works (e.g.,
[6], [19], [20]). The effectiveness of their “fuzzy-verifier +
honeywords” technique is demonstrated through 102.6
million real-life passwords, and its wide applicability is
shown by applying it to 2FA schemes for various other
environments. This technique has also been adopted in
many recent works (e.g., [21], [22]). With this technique,
Wang and Wang [5] further developed a new smart-card-
based password authentication scheme based on the hard-
ness of discrete logarithm problem and showed it could
satisfy all the 12 criteria, well solving the long-standing
“usability vs. security” tension [23] in the research area of
two-factor authentication.

To our knowledge, most of the existing 2FA schemes
(including all the above mentioned ones, e.g., [5], [16], [24])
are built on group-based or pairing-based cryptosystems,
and thus they are vulnerable in the coming post-quantum
era. It is well known that, if there exist large-scale quantum
computers that can run Shor’s algorithm [25], then current
widely used hard problems, such as integer factorization
problem, discrete logarithm problem and its elliptic curve
counterpart, would be efficiently solved. With the recent
advancements in quantum computing [26], [27], [28], stand-
ards organizations like IETF, IEEE, and NIST are busy in
preparing solutions for securing our digital world in the
quantum age. According to NIST’s plan in June 2019 [29],
the standards on post-quantum cryptography, which can
resist attacks from both classical and quantum computers,
will be available by 2022-2024.

Now, a natural question arises: Is it possible to construct
an efficient smart-card-based password authentication scheme
that is secure in the quantum era? The past thirty years of
research has proved that it is incredibly difficult to design
a traditional 2FA scheme (see Fig. 2 of [5]), the design of
a practical quantum-resistant 2FA scheme can only be
harder. As far as we know, a number of quantum-resis-
tant password-only schemes (e.g., [30], [31], [32]) and

authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocols (e.g., [32],
[33], [34]) have been proposed, and some are even being
standardised [35], yet none of them can be readily applied
to build practical quantum-resistant smart-card-based
password authentication schemes. On the one hand, such
schemes need to meet many security goals (e.g., resis-
tance against smart card loss attack and replay attack)
and desirable properties (e.g., user anonymity [36] and
repairability) beyond that of quantum-resistant pass-
word-only schemes and AKE protocols; On the other
hand, smart cards are resource-constrained devices with
limited computation capacity and storage space.

Currently, there are many candidate technical routes for
constructing post-quantum cryptographic schemes such as
hash-based, code-based, multivariate polynomial-based, lat-
tice-based, and supersingular isogeny-based [35], [37].
Among them, the lattice based scheme, especially those
exploiting the hardness of the ring-learning with errors
problem (Ring-LWE), is a promising choice for smart-card-
based password authentication due to its provable security,
relatively low computation and communication costs. How-
ever, we cannot use these lattice-based key exchange
schemes [32], [33], [34] directly to build our Quantum2FA,
due to the recently proposed key reuse attacks on lattice-
based cryptosystems [38], [39], [40]. When designing a
smart-card-based password authentication scheme, we
need to store some public key information in the smart card
in advance inevitably and this may lead to key reuse
attacks. Thus, special care shall be taken to such public key
information.

In all we propose Quantum2FA, a secure and efficient
smart-card based password authentication scheme,
taking the first step towards practical quantum resistant
2FA in the quantum age. The contributions are summarized
as follows:

� We provide a design framework for quantum-resis-

tant 2FA in the context of key reusewhich is inevitable
while applying the key exchange to authentication

scenarios. As a result, it is helpful for researchers to

employ new key establishment algorithm or develop

more new designs with the continuous advancement

of the NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography Standardi-

zation Process.
� As far as we know, we are the first to build a smart-

card based password authentication scheme whose
security is on the basis of the Ring-LWE problem.
The existence of a quantum connection, from solving
a hard problem in ideal lattice in the worst case to
solving the Ring-LWE problem in the average case,
guarantees the security of the proposed approaches
against quantum computers.

� We employ Alkim et al.’s lattice-based key exchange
[41] and Wang-Wang’s “fuzzy-verifier + honey-
words” technique [5] to thwart not only all known
attacks against conventional two-factor authentica-
tion schemes, but also the recently proposed key-
reuse attacks (key mismatch and signal leakage)
against Ring-LWE-based two-factor authentication
for quantum era. Formal security analysis demon-
strates that the proposed scheme Quantum2FA is
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secure against attacks from both classical and
quantum computers under the harshest adversary
model.

� We implement Quantum2FA on a 32 MHz micro con-
troller. Comparison results show that Quantum2FA is
not only more secure (our implementation can provide
101-bit post-quantum bit-security and the strength of
128-bit AES) but also offers better computation effi-
ciency than the state-of-the-art traditional 2FA schemes.

2 RELATED WORK

The development of quantum computers has had a consid-
erable impact on traditional cryptography. While symmet-
ric-key schemes like AES are still secure but need to
increase the key size, public-key cryptographic schemes like
RSA, ECDSA and ECDH are not so lucky, they are no longer
secure under attacks from quantum computers. There are
several cryptographic approaches to resist quantum attacks,
such as hash-based, code-based, multivariate polynomial-
based, lattice-based, and supersingular isogeny-based

cryptosystem [42]. Among them, the lattice-based crypto-
system is considered to be one of the most promising solu-
tions, which can be best illustrated from the overwhelming
fraction of lattice-based candidates submitted and selected
into the first round (41% = 26/64), second round (46% = 12/
26), and the newly third round (71% = 5/7) competition
issued by NIST [35], [43]. Besides, NIST regards lattice-
based schemes as the most promising general-purpose algo-
rithms for public-key encryption/KEM.

As one of the basic variants of the lattice-based problem,
the Ring-LWE problem has gained significant attention [44].
In particular, the Ring-LWE key exchange [45] provides a
good solution for establishing shared keys in a two-factor
authentication scheme. Generally, we can divide the lattice-
based key exchange into two categories [40]: reconciliation-
based ones and encryption-based ones. The first reconcilia-
tion-based Ring-LWE key exchange scheme was proposed
by Ding et al. [46], which asks one side to send an additional
signal for the two sides to share an exact same key. Along
the line of Ding et al. [46], there has been the scheme BCNS
[34], which is an modification of the work of Peikert [47],
the authenticated key exchange scheme proposed by Zhang
et al. [33], and NewHope [48], which proposes an efficient
reconciliation mechanism. After that, an encryption-based
approach NewHope-Simple is given in [41].

The first reconciliation-based Ring-LWE key exchange
scheme using passwords was proposed by Ding et al. at CT-
RSA’17 [32]. It can be seen as a variant of the classic pass-
word-based key exchange (PAKE) protocols PAK and PPK
[49]. Following Ding et al.’s PAKE protocol [32], a number

Fig. 2. The Log-in phase and the Verification phase of Quantum2FA. After the verification phase, the user and server share a session key.

Fig. 1. Quantum-Resistant Two-factor Authentication.
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of password-based Ring-LWE scheme have been proposed
[30], [50]. However, in these reconciliation-based PAKE
schemes, if the public key pair is reused by one party, there
exists an attack to recover this party’s secret keys by plenty
of queries to this party [38], [39]. In the context of key reuse,
the adversary can play the roles of both party A and party
B1, the former is called signal leakage while the latter is
called key mismatch. Inspired by this, the similar key mis-
match approach [40], [51], [52] has been applied to the
encryption-based PAKE. However, reusing the public-key
pair is unavoidable in some applications such as the 0-RTT
in TLS 1.3 and smart card-based authentication.

Gao et al. [53] proposed a key-reuse mode that adds a
randomized error polynomial to the sent signal to resist the
key reuse attack, but their improvement can not be readily
applied to the smart card-based password authentication
scenario. There are two reasons: 1) Two additional polyno-
mial multiplications are added to every key exchange in
[53]; 2) The polynomial multiplication operation accounts
for most of the computation costs of the Ring-LWE imple-
mentations on resource constrained smart card as shown in
[54], and the added two multiplications may bring heavy
burden to the card. In our proposed scheme, we employ the
modified encryption-based approach to achieve authenti-
cated key exchange without bringing additional computa-
tion and communication costs to the smart card.

3 EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the evaluation metric and the
underlying security model (i.e., capabilities of the adver-
sary). Generally, a practical scheme in the quantum era
should meet the following two important criteria:

1) Quantum security: the proposed 2FA scheme should
be based on hard problems that are secure even
under attacks from quantum computers and can also
provide the quantum safety for both two kinds of
authentication factors.

2) Efficiency: the proposed 2FA scheme, while using the
resource-constrained smart card, should achieve
both low computation and communication costs.

Note that, the security and efficiency requirements under
conventional computers are still necessary, and new pro-
posed two-factor authentication schemes shall satisfy them.
Fortunately, Wang-Wang [5] have proposed a practical
evaluation framework for two-factor authentication under
conventional computers, which is composed of 12 evalua-
tion criteria. Thus, we use it as our building block and intro-
duce it here.

C1. No password verifier table: The server doesn’t maintain
a database for storing the registered users’ password
verifier.

C2. Password friendly: The user could choose their pass-
word freely and change it at any time.

C3. No password exposure: Only the smart card contains
the owner’s password related information, even the
server cannot extract any knowledge about the users’
password.

C4. No smart card loss attack: The scheme is free from
smart card loss attack, i.e., if an unauthorized person
captures the user’s lost smart card, she can’t recover
the password or impersonate the user.

C5. Resistance to known attacks: The proposed scheme
should not only resist the attacks which are designed
to attack the post quantum key exchange protocols
(signal-leakage attack [39] and the key mismatch
attack [38]), but also secure under the traditional
attack (offline password guessing attack and stolen
verifier attack, etc).

C6. Sound repairability: Allowing the user to revoke her
smart card without changing her identity.

C7. Provision of key agreement: The client and the server
can establish a shared session key for subsequent
secure communication.

C8. No clock synchronization: The proposed scheme should
avoid the clock synchronization.

C9. Timely typo detection: The smart card will check the
correctness of user-input password before interact-
ing with the server.

C10. Mutual authentication: The client and server ensure
they are communicating with each other.

C11. User anonymity: The scheme should protect user’s
identity and user’s activities cannot be traced.

C12. Forward secrecy: The leakage of long-term keys can-
not affect the security of previous sessions.

We consider the capabilities of the adversary as proposed
in the widely accepted security models [5], [55]. To be self-
contained, we list them as follows:

� The attacker can fully control the communication chan-
nel between the smart card and the server, and launch-
ing attacks likemonitoring of transmittedmessages, or
trying to modify and delete them. This accords with
the standardDolev-Yao adversarymodel [56];

� The attacker can enumerate all the possibilities in the
Cartesian product of password space and identity
space, DID �DPW , in an offline way. This is realistic
because: 1) Identities are not secrets and often can be
easily obtained (e.g., account number or email
address) [57]; 2) To facilitate memory, user-chosen
passwords are often of low-entropy and belong to a
small dictionary [58], [59].

� By using a malicious card reader, the attacker could
learn a victim’s password; by launching side-channel
attacks, the attacker may recover all the data stored
in a lost smart card [60], [61]. But an attacker cannot
first sniff the victim’s password and then exact the
data stored in the lost card. Otherwise, an attacker
can succeed in a trivial way.

� The attacker could get the keys established in the
previous sessions (e.g., due to improper erasure).

Although we have seen much progress in finding quan-
tum algorithms with exponential speedup [26], for security
concerns, so far the most influential quantum attacks are
still those using Shor’s algorithm and Grover’s algorithm.
We will consider them in this paper:

1. Here, for a key exchange protocol involving two parties, party A
means the initiator of the communication (such as Alice in the Diffie-
Hellman scheme); Party B means the responder who receives the mes-
sage (such as Bob in the DH scheme).
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� Quantum attacks using Shor’s algorithm: A large-scale
quantum computer can use Shor’s algorithm to solve
the integer factorization and discrete log problems
efficiently.

� Quantum attacks using Grover’s algorithm: A large-
scale quantum computer can use Grover’s algorithm
to speedup the search of an unstructured database
and collision of hash functions.

Note that, a quantum resistance scheme should also be
able to thwart known attacks under conventional attackers.
we extend the following attacks to the quantum setting:

� Key reuse attack: This is a classic attack against public
key cryptography, and it is particularly harmful to
lattice based key exchange protocols. In the key
reuse context, this attack can be divided into two
types2: the signal leakage attack [39] and the key mis-
match attack [38]. 1) For the signal leakage attack, the
adversary plays the role of party A (user) with the
abilities to initiate a sequence of key exchange ses-
sions with a malformed private key, then she looks
for the signal variations sent by party B (server). 2)
When launching the key mismatch attack, the adver-
sary plays the role of party B (server) and set her
own private key and errors to special values, then
she queries with the victim many times. In this way,
the adversary can recover the private key of the tar-
geted entity who does not change the public key and
executes the key exchange protocol with her.

� Offline password guessing attack: This is a basic attack
which could be combined with many other attacks.
Since users’ choices of passwords often follow a
highly skewed distribution [58], an adversary has
the chance to find the password in the password dic-
tionary and check them against the password hash
in an offline way.

� Online password guessing attack: This attack is similar
to the offline ways. An adversary first insert the
smart card into the card reader and choose a pass-
word from the password dictionary. Then she needs
to interact with the server to verify whether the cho-
sen password is correct.

� Smart card loss attack: An adversary may obtain
user’s smart card by stealing it or picking it up for a
relatively long period. During this period, she may
try to change the user’s password, guess the pass-
word by using the offline password guessing attack
or impersonate the user to enjoy the service. Also,
she could extract the secret information stored in the
smart card through side-channel attacks and returns
the breached card back to the user without victim’s
awareness. When the victim uses the breached card
to log-in again, the adversary could intercept the
message between the user and the server. Combin-
ing these data, the adversary may establish an avail-
able cryptographic hash of the password and use it
to check the password guess result.

� Replay attack: An adversary can store the communi-
cation data between the server and the user in the
previous authentication sessions. When the next
authentication session between the user and server
occurs, the adversary may replace all or some spe-
cific parts of the communication data.

� Parallel session attack: An intruder can interleave mes-
sages between different sessions: she exchanges mes-
sages with the first victim, and then uses some
messages that received in the first session to interact
with the second victim. Also, she may exploit some
messages received in the second session to feedback
to the first session.

� De-synchronization attack: To provide user untrace-
ability, serialization is used to update user pseudo-
identities. An adversary can block or tamper the
communication data between the user and the
server. By doing this, the serialization process is
destroyed, so that users cannot-log in any more.

� Stolen verifier attack: An adversary somehow gets the
verification data from the server and uses them to
generate legal authentication messages or extract the
legal user’s password.

� Reflection attack: This attack aims to trick the target
into providing the answer to its own challenge.

� Impersonation attack: An adversary combines all
above attacks to impersonate a legal user.

In all, our security goals and corresponding attacks are
comprehensive, since we not only consider the attacks from
traditional computers but also quantum threats.

4 CHALLENGES AND THE BASIC IDEA

Among hundreds of “password + smart-card” two-factor
authentication protocols, the scheme proposed by Wang-
Wang [5] is currently considered state-of-the-art and can
achieve truly two-factor security with high efficiency. How-
ever, they employ the Diffie-Hellman key exchange tech-
nique to establish the session key. Thus their scheme is
prone to quantum attacks.

Taking into consideration both quantum resistance and
efficiency on smart cards, our main idea is to propose a
smart card-based password authentication scheme whose
security is based on the hardness of Ring-LWE problem.
Besides, this scheme also needs to withstand other known
attacks that arise in traditional smart-card-based password
authentication. Thus, we further adopt the “fuzzy-verify +
honeywords” mechanism [5] to detect and prevent the
smart card loss attack. More specifically, the “honeywords”
strategy [62], a concept of system security, is used to thwart
online password guessing attacks by inserting the wrong
authenticator p0 (a parameter derived from the user’s pass-
word) into the Honey List. The threshold of the Honey List
is m0. This means that once the number of p0 in the
Honey List exceeds m0, the server can infer the occurrence
of smart card corruption.

The existence of a quantum connection from solving a
hard problem in ideal lattice in the worst case to solving the
Ring-LWE problem in the average case guarantees the secu-
rity of Ring-LWE-based approaches against even quantum
computers [44]. Meanwhile, as a ring-variant of LWE, the

2. Informally, the signal-leakage attack is initiated by A and aim to
obtain B’s private key information; While the key mismatch attack is
initiated by B and aim to obtain A’s private key information.
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Ring-LWE-based approach could perform well on resource-
constraint devices such as smart cards. However, when we
try to integrate the lattice-based key exchange with the
state-of-the-art smart-card-based password authentication
(e.g., [5], [16]), there comes key reuse attacks against the
Ring-LWE-based key exchange [38], [39] and we have to
overcome them.

Similar to other considered attacks, the key reuse attack
is essentially a known attack that shall be avoided. The
development of public key cryptography seems to be
accompanied by key reuse attacks. Back to 1998, Bleichen-
bacher first proposes the key reuse attack [63], when con-
sidering the chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) security of the
RSA PKCS. After that, the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
scheme is also affected by the key reuse attack [64], [65]. In
the post-quantum era, lattice-based cryptosystem presents
great potential, three lattice-based KEMs (i.e., CRYSTALS-
KYBER, SABER, and NTRU) out of the NIST third-round
list [43]. Unfortunately, none of these three lattice-based
KEMs is immune to key reuse attacks (more precisely, key
mismatch attacks) [66]. For most of the NIST candidate
KEM schemes, a CPA secure proposal is first given, then
using the Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) [67] transformation to
convert it into a chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA) secure ver-
sion. Although the FO transformation, which is essentially
re-encryption (also the main computing cost), can resist
key mismatch attacks, its efficiency is lower than the CPA
version [66]. As a result, key reuse cannot be avoided as an
important way to improve efficiency. Besides, in the ini-
tialization phase of a smart card-based 2FA scheme, the
server needs to generate its public-key information for
authentication and then store the information in the smart
card. That is, the public key information cannot be changed
frequently and is supposed to be reused.

As mentioned above, there are two kinds of lattice-
based key exchange: the reconciliation-based and the
encryption-based scheme. In the reconciliation-based
scheme, to share an exact key, one entity needs to send
additional signals, which could be used by the attacker to
derive the victim’s secret key. Specifically, if the public
key pairs are reused, the attacker could recover the secret
key of the responder by using signal leakage attacks [39].
Therefore, if we use the reconciliation-based approaches
directly, the leakage of one entity’s secret keys cannot be
avoided. On the other side, as we have noticed before,
the improvement in [53] by adding additional two poly-
nomial multiplications is not suitable for the resource lim-
ited smart card. Another kind of key reuse attack is key
mismatch attacks [38], which could be launched by sim-
ply knowing whether the two shared keys match or not.
Then, by repeatedly querying the victim, the attacker can
finally recover the victim’s private key. In all, key reuse
will bring disastrous consequences to the lattice-based
key exchange scheme. However, the requirements of
availability and efficiency make key reuse inevitable. This
contradiction brings great challenges to our design of
quantum resistant smart-card-based two-factor authenti-
cation protocol.

To provide the quantum security, at first, our scheme
employs an encryption-based scheme to establish the
shared keys. But with the development of research on key

reuse attacks, more and more signs indicate that this
encryption-based scheme may also suffer from key reuse
attack3. Therefore, we have to do further design. For poten-
tial signal leakage attacks, we set the server as the initiator
of the authentication process (party A) and the smart card
as the responder (party B). In a signal leakage attack [39],
the attacker needs to be the initiator (party A) of the key
exchange process, she sets her public-key information as
some special values, sends them to the victim (party B), and
queries a lot of signals which contains sensitive information
about the victim’s secret keys. Thus only the server can
launch the signal leakage attack, but in our scheme, the
server has stored its public-key information in the smart
card in advance in the registration phase. This means that
Quantum2FA can thwart the possible signal leakage attack.

In order to help the server recover the shared secret used
to establish the session key. The smart card sends the
encrypted data in our scheme, the possible key mismatch
attack can only be launched from the smart card (party B)
against the server (party A). To further prevent the key mis-
match attack, we bind the user’s ID with the shared secret
obtained through the key exchange and expand the range of
“honeywords” by including the number of shared key mis-
matches between the smart card and the server. Since the
most significant feature of the key mismatch attack is that
the adversary has to make a large number of queries to the
victim. (Quite recently, Qin et al.[66] show the lower bounds
on the minimum average number of queries needed for key
mismatch attacks. For example, 1568 queries are needed for
attacking NewHope-512 KEM and the minimum number of
queries is 1183 for NTRU hrss701.) And each query will
cause a session termination because the shared keys do not
match. Once the number of terminations reaches a predeter-
mined threshold (far less than the minimum number of
queries required by the adversary), the server infers that an
attack has occurred and stops the service. After that, the
server will terminate the authentication and ask the smart
card holder to register again. In this way, Quantum2FA
could detect and prevent the possible key mismatch attack.

5 OUR PROPOSED SCHEME QUANTUM2FA

We now propose Quantum2FA, a Ring-LWE-based two-fac-
tor authentication scheme. It is quantum-resistant and effi-
cient on the smart card. We divide the proposed scheme
into four parts: registration phase, log-in phase, verification
phase, and password-changing phase. For ease of presenta-
tion, some intuitive notations are listed in Table 1 and will
be used throughout this paper.

Our scheme is defined and operated in a ring of polyno-
mials denoted by Rq ¼ Zq½x�=ðxn þ 1Þ, where q is a positive
integer and n is a power of 2. Specifically, Zq is a ring in
which all the integers are operated modulo q, and each ele-
ment of Rq is a polynomial with coefficients selected from
Zq and all the operations are done modulo xn þ 1. Some-
times we treat the polynomial a ¼ a0 þ a1xþ � � � þ an�1xn�1

in Rq equally in the vector form ða0; a1; . . . ; an�1Þ, here each

3. For example, many NIST second round candidates have been
found suffer from the key mismatch attacks, such as LAC, Kyber,
SABER, RQC and HQC [68] and the lattice-based KEM Kyber is now a
NIST third round candidate.
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ai corresponds to the i-th coefficient of a. To base our secu-
rity on the hardness of Ring-LWE problem, we also need to
define a centered binomial distribution c over Rq, which
can output relatively small and high-entropy vectors.

5.1 Registration Phase

In this phase, the user Ui registers to the server S, which
then issues a smart card for Ui. At the beginning of the regis-
tration phase, the server S selects a cryptographically secure
Pseudorandom Generator (PRG) Gð�Þ : KG ! Zn

q and hash
functions which map from f0; 1g� to f0; 1gli . We denote
these hash functions asHið�Þ, where for i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3, li repre-
sents the length of the output of hash functions. Next, we
select an integer 24 � n0 � 28, which is first used in [5] as a
fuzzy-verifier to resist against offline guessing. The server
maintains a counter SUM that records the number of ses-
sion terminations between the server and the smart card to
prevent the possible key mismatch attacks. Let s denote the
server’s private key which is randomly sampled from c and
s1 denotes a randomly chosen seed, then the user registers
to the server S as follows:

R1. The user Ui chooses the identity IDi and its corre-
sponding password PWi, as well as a randomly
selected string b. Then, Ui sends to S the following
information in a secure channel:

Ui ) S : fIDi;H0ðbjjPWiÞg:
R2. On receiving the registration message from Ui at

time T , S first picks a random number ti and com-

putes Ti ¼ H0ððH0ðIDiÞ 	 H0ðbjjPWiÞÞmodn0Þ. Then
S checks whether Ui is a valid user and this is the

first time that Ui registers to the server. If so, S first

generates a new entry for Ui and then adds

fIDi; Treg ¼ T; ti; Honey List ¼ NULLg to the corre-

sponding database. Else S changes the available

entry of Ui from updating Treg to T , ti to the new ti,

and sets Honey List as NULL. Then, S calculates

Ri ¼ H0ðbjjPWiÞ 	 H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ and uses the seed

s1 to generate a polynomial a1 ¼ Gðs1Þ. Next, by

sampling a random polynomial e1 from c, S can

compute d ¼ a1 � sþ e1. Finally, S sends to Ui a

smart card containing the following information:

S ) Ui : fRi; Ti; Ti 	 ti; d; s1; n0;H0ð�Þ; � � � ;H3ð�Þg
R3. With the received smart card SC, Ui enters the string

b twice to activate it.

5.2 Log-in Phase

This phase is consisting of the following steps:

L1. After inserting the smart card SC into the card
reader, the user Ui types in the identity ID�i and the
corresponding password PW �

i .
L2. With ID�i and PW �

i , the smart card SC could calcu-
late T �i ¼ H0ððH0ðID�i Þ 	 H0ðbjjPW �

i ÞÞmodn0Þ and
checks the validity of the pair (ID�i ; PW

�
i Þ by evaluat-

ing T �i ¼ Ti holds or not. If not, the log-in request is
denied. If yes, SC randomly samples a secret polyno-
mial s01, and error polynomials e01; e

0
c from c. Then,

SC computes the public polynomial u1 ¼ a1 � s01 þ e01.
After that SC generates a random string v01 to
compute c01 ¼ d � s1 þ e0c þ Encodeðv01Þ, and c1 ¼
Compðc01Þ, where Encodeðv01Þ ¼ ðq�12 v01;

q�1
2 v01;

q�1
2 v01;

q�1
2 v01Þ; equation c1 ¼ Compðc01Þ means that for each
i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n� 1, every �c1½i� ¼ ðc01½i� � 8Þ=q

� �
mod 8.

Then, SC computes m1 ¼ H0ðv01Þ as the shared secret,
and parameters AIDi ¼ ID�i 	H0ðm1jju1Þ, p ¼
H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ ¼ Ri 	H0ðbjjPWiÞ, ti ¼ ðTi 	 tiÞ 	
Ti.

L3. SC picks another seed s2 and uses it to generate a
new polynomial a2 ¼ Gðs2Þ. Then, SC randomly
selects a secret polynomial s02 and an error polyno-
mials e02 from c to compute u2 ¼ a2 � s02 þ e02, which
are used to establish a shared key between the server
and the smart card. SC goes on computing Authi ¼
H0ðm1jju2jjs2Þ, CRPi ¼ ðtijjp	AuthiÞ 	 H0ðu1jjm1Þ,
Mi ¼ H0ðm1jjpjjAIDijjCRPiÞ. At the end of this
phase, SC send the following information to S:

SC ! S : fAIDi; CRPi;Mi;u1;u2; c1; s2g

5.3 Verification Phase

With the received messages fAIDi; CRPi;Mi;u1;u2; c1; s2g,
the server S will perform as follows:

V1. S first calculates c1 ¼ DeCompð�c1Þ and v1 ¼ Decode
ðc1 � u1 � sÞ, where DeCompð�Þ can be considered as
the inverse of the Compð�Þ, which means for each i ¼
0; 1; . . . ; n� 1, we have c1½i� ¼ ð�c1½i� � qÞ=8d c. The
Decodeð�Þ can also be seen as the inverse of the
Encodeð�Þ, and suppose c1 � u1 � s ¼ ðk1;k2;k3;k4Þ,
then each element of v1 is defined as follows
(j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n4 � 1):

v1½j� ¼ 0; if S4
l¼1jkl½j� � bq2cj 
 q

1; else:

�

Then, server S computes the common secret m1 ¼
H0ðv1Þ. After that, S computes ID�i ¼ AIDi 	
H0ðm1jju1Þ and checks whether ID�i is equal to the
stored IDi. If not, the session will be interrupted and
the counter SUM will be changed to SUM þ 1. Then,
the server will determine if the value of SUM is less
than the threshold m1 (e.g., m1 ¼ 10Þ. If it is greater

TABLE 1
Notations and Abbreviations

Symbol Description

Ui ith user
S remote server
n0 an integer related to the size of password space
s the private key for server
Esk a symmetric encryption using sk as the key
	 the bitwise XOR operation
jj string concatenation
) a secure channel
! a common channel
SUM a counter for key mismatch
Honey List a list with bogus passwords
Encodeð�Þ an encoding function in [41]
Decodeð�Þ a decoding function in [41]
ðDeÞCompð�Þ a (decompress) compress function in [41]
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than m1, the server will stop the service and infer
that the probability of the key mismatch attack is 1�
p
m1
0 , where p0 is the failure probability of the Ring-
LWE based key exchange (p0 is about 2

�60, see more
details in Section 2.3 of [41]). If yes, S computes p ¼
H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ, Auth0i ¼ H0ðm1jju2jjs2Þ and M�

i ¼
H0ðm1jjpjjAIDijjCRPiÞ where Treg and IDi are stored
in the entry of the database. If M�

i 6¼Mi, the session
is terminated. Otherwise, S goes on to the next step.

V2. S computes t0ijjp0 	Auth0i ¼ CRPi 	H0ðu1jjm1Þ and
compares t0i with the stored ti. Here t0i ¼ ti implies
that Ti is right, and S rejects the log-in request if they
are not equal. If it is right, S goes on checking the
equality of the derived p0 	Auth0i and the computed
p	Authi. If they are not equal, S will find that t0i ¼
ti but p

0 6¼ p. This implies that the smart card may be
corrupted. Correspondingly, (1) If the number of the
items in the Honey List is fewer than m0(e.g.,
m0 ¼ 10), S will add p0 into the list; (2) If the number
of the items in the Honey List is reacher than m0, S
treats Ui’s card as lost and suspends Ui’s card until
he re-registers.

V3. S generates a polynomial a2 ¼ Gðs2Þ, and again. S
samples s2, e2, and ec from c and computes d2 ¼
a2 � s2 þ e2. Next, S generates another random key v2.
After this, S computes c2 ¼ u2 � s2 þ ec þ Encodeðv2Þ,
c2 ¼ Compðc2Þ, and the new shared secret m2 ¼
H0ðv2Þ. Finally, S computes Ms1 ¼ H1ðIDijjIDsjj
m1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ, and sends to Ui the following: S ! Ui :
fMs1;d2; c2g

V4. The smart card computes c02 ¼ DeCompðc2Þ, as soon as
receiving the reply message from the server. Then, SC
computes the random string v2 ¼ Decodeðc02� d2 � s2Þ.
After that, the new shared secret is computed as m2 ¼
H0ðv2Þ. Next, SC computes M 0

s1 ¼ H1ðIDijjIDsjj
m1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ and compares it with the received Ms1.
If M 0

s1 = Ms1 holds, the smart card has authenticated
the server S. Finally, Ui computes Mu1 = H2ðIDijj
IDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ, and the smart card sends it to S the
following:Ui ! S : fMu1g.

V5. On receiving fMu1g, S computes M�
u1 ¼ H2ðIDi

jjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ and then checks if M�
u1 equals the

received Mu1. If this verification holds, S has authen-
ticated the user Ui and the login request is accepted,
else the connection is terminated.

V6. Finally, the user Ui and the server S agree on a com-
mon session key sku ¼ H3ðIDijjIDsjjm1jj d2jjpjjm2Þ ¼
sks and they would use it for future data
communications.

5.4 Password Change Phase

When the user Ui needs to change her password, the pass-
word change phase is performed as follows:

P1. Ui logs into the server S successfully and agrees on a
session key skU with it.

P2. Ui chooses a new password PWnew
i and a new ran-

dom string bnew, then she inputs PWi, PW
new
i and

bnew to the card. With these new parameters, the
smart card computes p ¼ H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ ¼ Ri	
H0ðbjjPWiÞ andH0ðbnewjjPWnew

i Þ.
P3. The smart card uses the session key sku to encrypt

the password-changing message fp;H0ðbnewjj
PWnew

i Þg and sends the encrypted message Mc ¼
EskuðpjjH0ðbnewjjPWnew

i ÞÞ to server S.
P4. S decrypts the received message with the shared ses-

sion key sks and computes p� ¼ H0ðsjjIDi jjTregÞ.
Then S compares the received p with p�. If p 6¼ p�, S
denies the password change requirement. Otherwise,
S picks a new random number tnewi and comp-
utes Tnew

i ¼ H0ððH0ðIDiÞ 	H0ðbnewjjPWnew
i ÞÞmodn0Þ,

Tnew
i 	 tnewi andRnew

i ¼ H0ðbnewjjPWnew
i Þ 	 p�.

P5. The server S encrypts the new parameter Ms ¼ Esks

ðTnew
i jjRnew

i jjTnew
i 	 tnewi Þ and replaces ti with the

newly chosen tnewi in the database. Then, S sends the
messageMs to the smart card.

P6. The smart card receives the message and decrypts it.
Then, it updates Ri; Ti and Ti 	 ti with Rnew

i ; Tnew
i

and Tnew
i 	 tnewi , respectively.

5.5 Correctness

The correctness of the verification phase is elaborated as fol-
lows. At the log-in phase, the user Ui inputs her identity
ID�i and password PW �

i . To resist offline password guessing
attacks and achieve timely typo detection, the smart card SC
first checks the equation T �i ¼Ti,

?
where T �i ¼ H0ððH0ðID�i Þ 	

H0ðbjjPW �
i ÞÞmodn0Þ and Ti is stored in the smart card SC.

But the establishment of the equation does not mean that
the user has entered the accurate password (maybe
H0ðbjjPW �

i Þ � H0ðbjjPWiÞmodn0), due to the use of the

Fig. 3. Password change phase of the Quantum2FA. In this phase, the user can change her password after logging into the system.
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“fuzzy-verifier”. Therefore, another parameter Ri stored in
the smart card is used to check whether the user holds an
accurate password PWi. SC calculates p� ¼ Ri 	H0ðbjj
PW �

i Þ ¼ H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ, where s is the server’s private key,
IDi and Treg are stored in the server’s database during the
registration phase. The server will calculate p ¼ H0ðsjj
IDijjTregÞ immediately when she receives Ui’s log-in request
and checks the availability of received p�. Only by entering
the accurate password PW �

i can SC provide the correct p.
Thus, the server verifies the user’s password.

Our proposed scheme preforms the key exchange twice
in the log-in phase and verification phase, respectively. In
the log-in phase, smart card chooses a shared secret v01 and
encrypts it as c01 ¼ d � s1 þ e0c þ Encodeðv01Þ. After that, SC
sends the compressed cipher �c1 to server S. Then, S decom-
presses c1 and obtains the shared secret by calculating v1 ¼
Decodeðc1 � u1 � sÞ. At last, both of the two parties derive
the final shared key m1 by hashing the same v01. The second
key exchange performs in the verification phase which is
similar to the first round, and generates m2 as the second
shared key. Next, in the verification phase V4, SC computes
M 0

s1 ¼ H1ðIDijjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ and compares it with the
received Ms1 if M 0

s1 ¼Ms1, the user will authenticate the
server. Similarly, the server will authenticate the user by
comparing M�

u1 ¼ H2ðIDijjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ with the
received Mu1, after this, we achieve the mutual authentica-
tion and establish the same session key skU ¼ H3ðIDijjIDsjj
m1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ ¼ skS .

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we give a formal security analysis of our pro-
posed Quantum2FA. First, we introduce the formal defini-
tion related to the hardness of the Ring-LWE problem, after
that, we introduce two attacks that against the LWE/Ring-
LWE problem. Finally, we detail the formal security model
and give the security proof.

6.1 The Ring-LWE Problem

Recall that Rq ¼ Zq½x�=ðxn þ 1Þ and c is a discrete distribu-
tion over Rq. We assume that for a security parameter l as
its inputs, there is an algorithm G which outputs
ðR;Rq; q; n;cÞ according to l. By randomly selected a R Rq,
s; e R c, and x;y R Rq, similar to the Diffie-Hellman
assumptions, the decision Ring-LWE problem is to distin-
guish ða;b ¼ asþ eÞ from ðx;yÞ. More formally, we have:

Definition 1. Set Rq and c as defined above, if for any probabi-
listic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A, the advantage that

AdvDRLWE
G ðAÞ ¼ jPr½AðRq; q; n;x; a;bÞ¼1�

�Pr½AðRq; q; n;x;x;yÞ¼1�j

is negligible, where a R Rq, s; e R c, and each pair ðx;yÞ is
randomly chosen from Rq �Rq. Then we say the decision
Ring-LWE problem is hard with G.

6.2 The Quantum Resistance

The security of lattice-based schemes is often depended on
the hardness of finding a relatively short vector in the lat-
tice. The BKZ [69] is an algorithm to find short vectors in an

n-dimensional lattice. Based on BKZ, there exist two attacks:
primal attack and dual attack that against the LWE/Ring-
LWE problem.

� Primal attack: The primal attack consists of construct-
ing a unique-SVP instance from the LWE problem
and solving it using BKZ. By examining how large
the block dimension b is required to be for BKZ to
find the unique solution, we can demonstrate the
security of the Ring-LWE based scheme. The success
condition is:>

&
ffiffiffi
b
p
� d2b�d�1 � qm=d:

� Dual attack: The dual attack consists of finding a
short vector in the dual lattice w 2 L0 ¼ fðx; yÞ 2
Zm � Zn : Atx ¼ ymod qg, that is, a short pair ðv;wÞ
such that vtA ¼ wmod q. The dual attack then uses
this as a distinguisher for LWE. The length l of a vec-
tor given by the BKZ algorithm is given by l ¼ kb0k.
To obtain an "-distinguisher requires running BKZ
with block dimension bwhere

�2p2t2 
 lnð"=4Þ:

If an attacker needs an advantage of at least 1/2 to
significantly decrease the search space of the agreed
key, he must be repeated at least R times where

R ¼ maxð1; 1=ð20:2075b"2ÞÞ:

See more details in the Section 6.3 and 6.4 of [48], the
resistance to these attacks illustrates the quantum security
of our Ring-LWE based key exchange scheme.

6.3 Formal Security Model

This section basically models the communications between
several players over a channel which can be fully controlled
by a PPT adversary A. The players are expected to agree on
the session key over this channel and then use it for data
transmission. Therefore, to reflect adversary’s capabilities,
some queries, such as Send-query, Execute-query and Test-
query, are given to A and they are used to model different
attacks in the real communication scenarios.

Players. There are a number of participants in a two-fac-
tor protocol P, namely, a user U 2 U and a server S 2 S.
Each of them has several instances called oracles. The user
and server instances are denoted by Ui and Sj ði; j 2 ZÞ,
respectively, and the notation I is represented as any kind
of such instances (i.e., I 2 U [ S).

Passwords and Long-Term Keys. Each user U 2 U with
identity IDu owns a password PWu which is considered to
be drawn from a fixed, non-empty password dictionary D
whose size is jDj. As shown by wang et al. [58], the pass-
word dictionary obeys Zipf’s distribution.Besides, S stores
some non-sensitive data and a few necessary public param-
eters as well as a long-term private key PRK.

Queries. The following queries model the adversary’s
capabilities in real attacks. Only through the oracle queries
does the interaction between the adversary A and instance I
occur.
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– Send(I;m): We use this query to model the active
attacks. When the adversary A calls this query, a
message m will be sent to instance I which will pro-
cess the message m according to the protocol P.
Then the instance I updates its state and gives the
output to A.

– Execute(Ui, Sj): We use this query to model the pas-
sive attacks, such as eavesdropping. When the
adversary A calls this query the protocol P will be
executed completely and the messages that
exchanged between Ui and Sj will be output.

– Test(I): This query is used to define session key’s
semantic security and can be called only once during
the game. When the adversary A calls this query a
bit b will be flipped. If b ¼ 1, then the actual session
key sk of the instance I is returned to A; otherwise, a
random key of the same size is returned.

– Reveal(I): When the adversary A calls this query the
session key sk of instance I will be returned to A.

– Corrupt(I; c): When A calls this query, one of the two
authentication factors of users will be output to A.

� If I ¼ U; c ¼ 1, outputs all the security parameters
that are stored in the smart card.

� if I ¼ U; c ¼ 2, outputs the password PWU of U .
� if I ¼ S; c ¼ 1, outputs the private key PRK and the

data stored in S’s database.
Partnering. For a pair of instances Ui and Sj, we use the

notations sid and pid to denote the session identifier and
partner identifier, respectively. Ui and Sj are partnered if
they satisfy the following conditions:�1 Both instances have
accepted.�2 sidUi ¼ sidSj ¼ sid.�3 pidUi ¼ S and pidSj ¼ U .

Freshness. Capturing the notion of forward secrecy
requires freshness to be carefully defined around the corrupt
query. We say that an instance I is fresh if:�1 I has accepted
and computed a session key.�2 I and its partner hasn’t been
asked for a Reveal-query. �3 At most one kind of corrupt
query is made toU from the beginning of the game.

Definition of Security. We now turn to actually measuring
the probability that the adversary could succeed in breaking
P. To tell apart a random string from an instance’s true ses-
sion key sk, A can ask a polynomial number of Execute-
query, Reveal-query and Send-query. At the end of the

game, A outputs a guess bit b0 for the bit b involved in the
Test-query. Let SuccðAÞ be the event that b0 ¼ b, then A’s
advantage in winning the game is defined as:

AdvAKE
P ðAÞ ¼ 2Pr½SuccðAÞ� � 1 ¼ 2Pr½b0 ¼ b� � 1

As shown in [5], [70], [71], for a two-factor scheme, it is
desirable that online password guessing attack shall be A’s
best possible strategy to impersonate a party. So, the two-
factor protocol P is said to be semantically secure if for any
PPT adversary A making qsend on-line attacks, there exists a
negligible function � such that

AdvAKE
P;D ðAÞ � C0 � qs0send þ �;

where D is the password space which follows Zipf’s distri-
bution [58], c0 and s0 are the Zipf parameters.

Remark 1. In most existing PAKE studies (e.g., [31], [32],
[73]) and other kinds of password-based protocols (e.g.,
two-factor authentication [74] and password authenticated
keyword search [75]), passwords are assumed to follow a
uniformly random distribution, and the real attacker’s
advantage Adv is thus formulated as qsend=jDj þ �, where
jDj is the size of the password dictionary D, and qsend is the
number of A’s active on-line password guessing attempts
(which is analogous to qs in [73], [74], [75]). Instead, we pre-
fer the CDF-Zipf model [5], [58], and the attacker’s advan-
tage Adv can be formulated as C0 � qs0send þ � for the Zipf
parameters C0 and s0. Fig. 4 shows that the traditional uni-
form-model based formulation qsend=jDj þ � always signifi-
cantly underestimates the real attacker’s Adv (8qsend 2 ½1;
jDj�). Fortunately, the CDF-Zipf based formulation C0 �
qs
0
send þ � well approximates the real attacker’s Adv: 8qsend 2
½1; jDj�, the largest deviation between C0 � qs0send þ � and Adv is
as low as 0.491%. This CDF-Zipf based formulation is drasti-
cally more accurate than other occasionally used formula-
tions like the Min-entropy model in [76].

6.4 The Security Proof

Here we show that an adversary A attacking Quantum2FA
is unable to determine the session key sk of a fresh instance
(i.e., with no greater advantage than just performing online
guessing). For simplicity, the goal of forward-secrecy is not
considered here. Our security reduction games are based on
the work of Wang-Wang [5].

First, we introduce the decision Diffie-Hellman-like prob-
lem4, and a similar problem is introduced in [34] to tell the
difference between the tuples containing a truly established
key and that with a randomly selected string. More formally
we have:

Definition 2. Set Rq and c the same as in Definition 1, then
decision DH-like problem is hard with G, if for a PPT adversary
A, the probability that

Fig. 4. Online guessing advantages of a real attacker, the uniform-mod-
eled attacker, the min-entropy modeled attacker, the PDF-Zipf modeled
attacker and CDF-Zipf modeled attacker (using the 97,415 passwords
leaked from Qutar National Bank [72]). Our CDF-Zipf attacker overlaps
with the real attacker, indicating a well prediction.

4. Diffie-Hellman-like problem introduced in [34]. Essentially, this is
a quantum-resistant hard problem and the hardness of whcih is based
on the decision Ring-LWE problem.
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AdvDDH�like
G ðAÞ ¼ jPr½Aða; b; b0; �c;m2Þ ¼ 1�

� Pr½Aða; b; b0; �c;m02Þ ¼ 1�j

is negligible. Here in the tuple ða; b; b0; �c;m2Þ, m2 is the
actual key computed by the parties, while m02 is a random string
selected from f0; 1gn4 .

Theorem 1. Let D be a password space that follows Zipf’s law, c0

and s0 be the the Zipf parameters. Our proposed scheme is
denoted by P. Let PPT adversary A against the semantic secu-
rity with a time bound t and he makes qsend, qexe queries of type
Send, Execute, respectively, and qh queries to the random
oracles. For t0 ¼ tþ ðqsend þ qexe þ 1Þ � tm, where tm is the
computation time for a multiplication in the ringRq.

AdvAKE
P;D ðAÞ � c0 � qs0send þ 12qhAdv

DDH�like
G ðt0Þ þ 2AdvPRG

G ðtÞ

þ qh
2 þ 6qsend

2l
þ ðqsend þ qexeÞ2

q
:

Proof. To begin, we define the following games starting at
the real attack game G0 and ending with G8. For each
game Gnðn ¼ 0; 1; � � � ; 8Þwe define the following events:

– Succn occurs if A correctly guesses the bit b
involved in the Test-query.

– AskPn occurs if A correctly computes the parame-
ter p by asking a hash query H0 on bjjPWi or
sjjIDijjTreg.

– AskMn occurs if A correctly computes the param-
eter p and asks a hash query H1 (or H2) on
IDijjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2.

– AskHn occurs if A correctly asks a hash query Hi

ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ on IDijjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2.
Game G0: This game corresponds to the real attack, in

the random oracle model. By definition, we have:

AdvAKE
P ðAÞ ¼ 2Pr½Succ0� � 1 (1)

Game G1: In this game, we use a truly random string
to replace the PRG Gð�Þ, which means that the polyno-
mial a R Zn

q instead of a GðsÞ. The two games G1 and
G0 are almost the same except the impact of PRG:

jPr½Succ1� � Pr½Succ0�j � AdvPRG
G ðtÞ (2)

Game G2: There are two possible conditions that the
collision may appear:

– collisions on the partial transcripts ððAIDi; CRPi;
MiÞ,Ms1;Mu1Þ.

– collisions on the outputs of hash queries.
In this game we exclude the impact of the collision

and both probabilities are bounded by the birthday para-
dox:

jPr½Succ2� � Pr½Succ1�j � ðqsendþqexeÞ
2

2q þ qh
2

2lþ1
(3)

where l ¼ minflig; i ¼ 1; 2; 3.

Game G3: There are some probabilities that the adver-
sary may obtain the correct authenticator Ms1 or Mu1

without asking the corresponding hash queryH1 orH2:

jPr½Succ3� � Pr½Succ2�j � qsend
2l

(4)

Game G4: We define this game by aborting the game
wherein the adversary may have lucky in guessing the
correct parameter p (i.e., without asking the correspond-
ing queryH0):

jPr½Succ4� � Pr½Succ3�j � qsend
2l

(5)

Game G5: We define this game by aborting the game
wherein the adversary may have computed the correct
parameter p and impersonate as a client or server.

The two gamesG4 andG5 are indistinguishable unless
the event AskP5 occurs:

jPr½Succ5� � Pr½Succ4�j � Pr½AskP5� (6)

In order to upper bound Pr½AskP5�, the parameter p is
assumed to be correctly computed by the adversary A in
all the following games.

Game G6: We define this game by aborting the game
wherein the adversary may have computed the correct
authenticator Ms1 or Mu1 (that is, by asking the corre-
sponding hash query H1 or H2) and impersonate as a cli-
ent or a server.

The two games G6 and G5 are perfectly indistinguish-
able unless event AskM6 occurs:

jPr½Succ6� � Pr½Succ5�j � Pr½AskM6� (7)

jPr½AskP6� � Pr½AskP5�j � Pr½AskM6� (8)

Game G7: In this game, we replace the random oracles
Hi with the private oracles H0iði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ and we select a
random value kran which is as the same length as that of
m from f0; 1gn:

Ms2 ¼ H01ðIDijjIDsjju1jjd2Þ
Mu2 ¼ H02ðIDijjIDsjju1jjd2Þ
Sku ¼ Sks ¼ H01ðIDijjIDsjju1jjd2Þ

As a result, the values of Ms2;Mu2; Sku; Sks are
completely independent from p;m1. G6 and G5 are indis-
tinguishable unless the event AskH7 occurs:

jPr½Succ7� � Pr½Succ6�j � Pr½AskH7� (9)

jPr½AskP7� � Pr½AskP6�j � Pr½AskH7� (10)

jPr½AskM7� � Pr½AskM6�j � Pr½AskH7� (11)

In order to bound Pr½AskP7�, we need to introduce the
following Lemma: tu
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Lemma 1. The probabilities of the events Succ7 and AskP7 in
this game can be up-bounded by:

jPr½Succ7�j ¼ 1
2 ; jPr½AskP7�j � 1

2C
0 � qs0send þ qsend

2l0
(12)

Proof. In the game G7, the session keys are computed with
private hash oracle unknown to A, and thus Pr½Succ7� ¼
1
2 . Since we have avoided the cases where A have been
lucky in guessing p, A can correctly compute p with
the help of either a CorruptðI ¼ Ui; 1Þ-query or a
CorruptðI ¼ Ui; 2Þ-query. The probability of which is
denoted by Pr½AskP7withCorr1� (Pr½AP7C1� in short) and
Pr½AskP7withCorr2�, respectively.

When A asks the CorruptðI ¼ Ui; 1Þ-query, she will
get the security parameters stored in the Ui’s smart card.
In order to get the authenticator p, A can randomly
choose to attack the user Ui or the server S with the prob-
ability of Pr½U� ¼ Pr½S� ¼ 1

2 . If A chooses to attack S, she
cannot get the correct p (i.e., Pr½AP7C1S� ¼ 0), since all of
the random oracles are private and she only has the
parameters in the smart card. If A chooses to attack Ui,
she can get the p by guessing the correct password. As a
result, Pr½AP7C1U � ¼ C0 � qs0send. The Pr½AP7C1� is calcu-
lated as follows:

jPr½AP7C1�j ¼ jPr½AP7C1jU� þ Pr½AP7C1jS�j
¼ jPr½AP7C1U � � Pr½U � þ Pr½AP7C1S� � Pr½S�j
� C0 � qs0send �

1

2
þ 0 � 1

2
¼ 1

2
C0 � qs0send

(13)

Thus, we have

jPr½AskP7withCorr1�j � 1

2
C0 � qs0send (14)

jPr½AskP7withCorr2�j � qsend
2l0

(15)

Game G8: In this game, we calculate the parameters
Ms2;Mu2; Sku; Sks in the same way as that in the game
G7. So we have

Pr½AskH8� ¼ Pr½AskH7� (16)

Notice that AskH8 means that the Adversary A had
queried the random oracles Hiði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ on ðIDijjIDSjj
mjjd1jjpjjDDH-likeðu2;d2ÞÞ and he will finish this with
time bound t0 ¼ tþ ðqsend þ qexe þ1Þ � tm. By picking ran-
domly in the LA-list we can get the real m2 with probabil-
ity 1

qh
, thus

Pr½AskH8� � qhAdv
DDH�like
G ðt0Þ: (17)

From Equations (1)–(17), we can complete our proof:

AdvAKE
P ðAÞ ¼ 2Pr½Succ7��1þ2ðPr½Succ0��Pr½Succ7�Þ

� C0 � qs0send þ 12qhAdv
DDH�like
G ðt0Þ þ 2AdvPRGG ðtÞ

þ qh
2 þ 6qsend

2l
þ ðqsend þ qexeÞ2

q
: tu

Next, to analyse the security of the mutual authentica-
tion, we have:

Theorem 2. Let D, c0, s0 and P defined the same as that in theo-
rem 1. Suppose that there is a PPT adversary A trying to
destroy mutual authentication in a time bound t and he makes
qsend Send, qexe Execute, and qh random orale queries, respec-
tively. Then A’s advantage is bounded by

AdvAUTHP;D ðAÞ �
1

2
c0 � qs0send þ 5qhAdv

DDH�like
G ðt0Þ þAdvPRGG ðtÞ

þ qh
2 þ 6qsend
2lþ1

þ ðqsend þ qexeÞ2
2q

:

Here t0 ¼ tþ ðqsend þ qexe þ 1Þ � tm, where tm is the computa-
tion time for a multiplication in the ringRq.

This proof is similar to the Theorem 1, so we omit it.

7 FURTHER SECURITY DISCUSSION

In this section, we will evaluate the security of the proposed
scheme, based on the evaluation criteria and adversary
model in Section 3.

7.1 Quantum Security

In order to show the quantum security of our scheme, we
start from the prospective that both of the two factors (i.e.,
password and security parameters stored in the smart card)
are quantum secure. In the R2 of the Registration phase, the
server stores Ri ¼ H0ðbjjPWiÞ	 H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ, SC will cal-
culate p ¼ Ri 	H0ðbjjPWiÞ ¼ H0ðsjjIDijjTregÞ, where s is the
server’s private key and PWi is user’s password. Therefore,
the parameter p is the combination of two authentication
factors, called “two-factor authenticator”. As mentioned
earlier, the encryption based Ring-LWE key exchange could
be used to provide quantum resistance. In the log-in phase,
smart card chooses a shared secret v01 and encrypts it as c01 ¼
d � s1 þ e0c þ Encodeðv01Þ. After that, SC sends the com-
pressed cipher �c1 to server S. Then, S decompresses c1 and
obtains the shared secret by calculating v1 ¼ Decodeðc1�
u1 � sÞ. At last, both of the two parties derive the final shared
key m1 by hashing v01. Now, we have finished the first key
exchange.

When sending the log-in request to the server, SC hides
the “two-factor authenticator” p with the shared key m1 by
computing CRPi ¼ ðtijjp	AuthiÞ 	 H0ðu1jjm1Þ. Since s is
the server’s private key, the quantum adversary cannot cal-
culate p directly unless she obtains both the two authentica-
tion factors at the same time, which is not allowed. Our
security proof formally demonstrates the above process in
the random oracle model (ROM). It should be noted that
when talking about the quantum security of a post-quantum
cryptographic scheme, an alternative method is to prove its
security through quantum random oracle (QROM) [77]. To
obtain a concrete system, which has been proven to be
secure under the ROM, a concrete hash function is needed
to replace the random oracle. In this case, a quantum
attacker can evaluate the hash function on quantum states
(i.e., “in superposition”), which is different from the classi-
cal access.
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Therefore, the proposal of the QROM is aimed to tackle
this situation. Boneh et al. [77] also pointed out that in quan-
tum settings, one can gain a polynomial speed-up on the colli-
sion search against hash functions by using Grover’s
algorithm (N elements in time Oð ffiffiffiffiffi

N
p Þ), which increases the

vulnerability of the hash function. However, Keccak [78],
which has been standardized as SHA3 in FIPS-202, offers a
concrete hash function SHAKE. Specifically, SHAKE128
could offer 128-bits of post-quantum security against colli-
sions and preimage attacks [48]. This confirms us that with
the advancement of post-quantum research, QROM is not the
only way to provide quantum security. Moreover, hash-
based cryptosystemhas been accepted as one of the candidate
technical routes for constructing post-quantum crypto-
graphic schemes [35], [37]. In all, the most efficient construc-
tions in lattice-based cryptography are proved in the random
oracle model and there do exist post-quantum schemes, such
as GPV [79], proved secure under the QROM, but they were
proved secure in ROM. As the first step to quantum safe 2FA,
our work follows this route and we will focus on providing
security proofs under QROM for the post-quantum schemes
in futureworks.

7.2 Key Reuse Attack

In the registration phase, S computes his public key d ¼
a1 � sþ e1 and stores it in Ui’s smart card. To perform the
user authentication, this is inevitable and results the key
reuse attack. For encryption-based key exchange scheme,
the signal that reveals the private key information refers to
the cipher c1. In the log-in phase, SC calculates c1 ¼
Compðc01Þ, since the adversary must be the signal receiver,
in this way, the adversary can only be the person who sends
the signal. Additionally, in the log-in phase, SC computes
AIDi ¼ ID�i 	H0ðm1jju1Þ where m1 is the shared key. When
receiving the log-in request, S checks the shared key’s valid-
ity by verifying whether ID�i ¼ IDi?. If it is found invalid, S
will abort this session and record the number of failures in
the counter SUM, we set the threshold m1 ¼ 10 which is
much lower than the actual attack (e.g, Qin et al. [66]., 1,568
queries). Since the calculation of AIDi only related to m1

and the low failure probability of the original scheme (see
Section 5.3), the failure of the verification indicates the
occurrence of the key mismatch attack.

7.3 Traditional Security Goals

The server only maintains a table fIDi; Tregg of Ui (C1 and
C3). Ui chooses his own password and can change it in the
password change phase (C2 and C6). By employing the
“fuzzy verify” Ti ¼ H0ððH0ðIDiÞ 	 H0 ðbjjPWiÞÞmodn0Þ, we
can solve the smart card loss problem (C4 and C9) and off-
line dictionary attack (C5). To avoid clock synchronization
(C8), a nonce based mechanism is designed to provide the
freshness of the message. In the verification phase V4, SC

computesM 0
s1 ¼ H1ðIDijjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ and compares it

with the received Ms1, if M
0
s1 ¼Ms1, the user will authenti-

cate the server. Similarly, the server will authenticate the
user by comparing M�

u1 ¼ H2ðIDijjIDs jjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ with
the receivedMu1, after this, we achieve the mutual authenti-
cation (C10). We use session-variant pseudo-identity AIDi

to achieve user anonymity (C11). To achieve forward
secrecy (C12), the DH-like key exchange is adopted. The ses-
sion key established at the end of the verification phase is
skU ¼ H3ðIDijjIDsjjm1jjd2jjpjjm2Þ ¼ skS , where m2 ¼ H0ðv2Þ
and v2 is a random string that changes with each new ses-
sion. As a result, our scheme can provide forward secrecy.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We now evaluate the performance of our scheme Quan-
tum2FA. Our scheme performs computations in the ring
Rq ¼ Zq½x�=ðxn þ 1Þ with the dimension n ¼ 512 and q ¼
12289. We use the centered binomial distribution c with
parameter k ¼ 8, which is obtained by setting c ¼
S
8
i¼1bi � b0i, where bi and b0i are randomly selected from f0; 1g.

8.1 Performance Comparison

We implement our proposed scheme on a ATxmega128A1
micro controller which is equipped with a 128 Kb FLASH
program memory, and a 8 Kb SRAM. The micro controller
supports an 128-bit AES hardware crypto-accelerator and
can offer a maximum clock speed of 32 MHz. Our server is
a laptop which is equipped with an Intel Core i7 processor
running at 2.7 GHz and an 8 GB RAM.

To speedup the polynomial multiplications, we use the
NTT (Number Theorem Transform), which is a widely used
technique and optimized with LUT-based optimization tech-
niques in [86]. We compare the performance of Quantum2FA
with eight state-of-the-art relevant schemes [5], [16], [80], [81],
[82], [83], [84], [85]. To give an intuitive grasp of the resource
consumption of each scheme, in the following we present the
main computational time. Let TB; Th; TH; TA; TM; TE and TP

denote the time complexity for bilinear-pairing, map-to-point
hash, hash, modular exponentiation, elliptic curve point mul-
tiplication, block encryption and polynomial multiplication,
respectively. Other lightweight operations such as additions
are omitted. We list the computation time for related crypto-
graphic operations on different platforms in Table 2. The
comparison results are summarized in Table 3. Meanwhile,
Table 3 shows that Quantum2FA not only satisfies all the 12
evaluation criteria proposed by Wang-Wang [5], but also
enjoys quantum security. While all the other schemes are
short of some important criteria.

8.2 Practicality Discussion

As illustrated in Tables 2 and 3, our scheme Quantum2FA is
efficient on both of the user and server sides. This attributes to
the lightweight lattice-based operationswhich guarantees the
quantum security while providing high efficiency. The main
time-consuming operation of the RLWE-based cryptosystem
is coefficient-wise multiplication of two polynomials and this
can be accelerated by the NTT. Besides, many scholars are
committed to proposing more optimized methods to achieve
better performance on various platforms [86], [87], [88], [89].

TABLE 2
Timings of Each Cryptographic Operation

Participants TM TA TE TP TH TB Th

User 153 ms 157.5 ms 5.6 ms 10.8 ms 13.8 ms – –

Server 1.8 ms 3.8 ms 0.03 ms 0.1 ms 0.02 ms 4.7 ms 4.8 ms
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For example, Seo et al. proposed a modular reduction
method in their work [86], which is a generic approach for
any primes for lattice-based schemes. Furthermore, lattice-
based cryptosystems have been themost promising choice in
the post-quantum era candidate algorithm [43]. Seo et al. [86]
optimize NTT and random sampling operations on low-end
8-bit AVR micro controllers and point out that “code-based
cryptography and multivariate-based cryptography have
the long key problem. Hash-based cryptography has long
signature problem. Isogeny-based cryptography has long
execution timing. Among them, the lattice-based cryptogra-
phy is considered as one of the most promising candidates
for post-quantum cryptography due to its reasonably small
key size, small cipher text size, and short execution timing”.
All this indicates that Ring-LWE based cryptosystems are
most promising to be implemented efficiently on resource-
constrained devices such as IoT devices and smart cards. We
highlight that our Quantum2FA also provides a design
framework for two-factor protocols with quantum security
in the context of key reuse attack, implying that with the
advancement of post-quantum cryptography standards and
the improvement of smart card performance, our solution
can serves as a guideline for future work.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed Quantum2FA, a secure and
efficient smart-card-based password authentication scheme
for the mobile devices. As far as we know, Quantum2FA is
the first 2FA scheme that is secure against attacks from both
quantum and conventional computers. We have found that
the main challenge in designing Ring-LWE based 2FA
schemes lies in how to thwart the recently proposed key
reuse attack against lattice-based key exchanges, because
existing countermeasures cannot be readily applied to 2FA
schemes. By extending the usage of “honeywords” [72] and
adapting the modified Alkim et al’s [41] encryption-based
approach. We have figured out an effective solution to
this problem. Besides, Quantum2FA also provides a design
framework for quantum-resistant 2FA in the context of key
reuse. We highlight that a desirable smart-card-based

password authentication scheme should not only satisfy the
widely-accepted 12 evaluation criteria proposed by Wang-
Wang [5], but also meet two additional, important goals
(i.e., quantum secure and high efficiency). Considering the
rapid development of quantum-computing, we believe that
achieving practical two-factor authentication is of broad
interest, and our work constitutes an important step for-
ward in this direction and will spark interest for new quan-
tum-resistant 2FA research.
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